
2. Find a station. If necessary, use the seek
buttons (9 and 11).

3. Press and hold the RADIO button until the
display confirms that Autostore is in
progress.

The system will search for stations with the
strongest signals on the selected waveband.
While the search is in progress, the volume is
muted.

When the search is complete, the previous
volume level will be restored. The radio will
switch to the FM-AST or AM-AST waveband
where the strongest signal stations have been
stored on the Autostore presets.

Note: AutoStore will store up to a maximum of
the 10 strongest signals available and overwrite
the previously stored stations.

Note: The AutoStore waveband can also be used
to store stations manually, in the same way as
other wavebands.

RADIO STATION PRESETS
This feature allows favourite stations to be
stored so that they can be recalled later.

1. With the RADIO button (4), select a
waveband.

2. Tune to the required station. The station will
begin to play.

3. Press and hold one of the keypad buttons.

4. The station will be stored under the selected
number. The volume will mute momentarily
as confirmation.

5. Release the keypad button.

This can be repeated on each waveband and for
each preset button.

When in radio mode, stored stations can also
be selected by pressing the menu navigation
control (10). Scroll to the desired preset station
and press OK.

Note: When driving to another area of the
country, FM stations that broadcast on
Alternative Frequencies (AFs) and are stored on
preset buttons, may be updated with the correct
frequency for that area.

RADIO DATA SYSTEM (RDS)
(STANDARD SYSTEM)
Your audio unit is equipped with RDS, which
enables the audio unit to receive additional
information with the normal radio signals.

On the FM waveband, RDS enables the audio
to receive traffic and news information
broadcasts. RDS also allows the audio to
automatically re-tune to stations that are linked
to the same network, if that network allows this.

Note: Not all FM radio stations broadcast RDS.
If a non-RDS station is selected, RDS features
will not be available.

REGIONALISATION (REG)
As you drive into different radio reception areas,
RDS automatically re-tunes the radio to the
strongest signal. When REG is on, the tuner is
locked to the current local radio station. With
REG switched off, the tuner is allowed to switch
to a stronger Enhanced Other Network (EON)
when the current EON linked radio station signal
becomes weak.

To enable/disable regionalisation:

1. Press the MENU button (12).

2. Select Audio Settings on the screen menu
by using the menu navigation control (10).

3. Select Regional mode (REG).

4. Press OK to enable or disable REG.
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